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Abstract
We give a new su-cient condition under which an irregular Gabor system {e2ipx (x − q)} forms a
Bessel sequence for L2(R). The Bessel bound just requires a mild decay on  . This condition then can be
used to prove stability of an irregular Gabor frame under a perturbation of its generating function. We go
on to outline how the perturbation result can be used to extend a su-cient condition of Heller for irregular
Gabor frames with compactly supported generator to the case of a noncompactly supported generator.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background on frames
In this paper, we will present a new criterion for stability of irregular Gabor frames under a
perturbation of the generating function. If  is a countable set then a family {	}∈ of elements
of L2 is said to form a frame for L2 provided there are numbers A¿ 0 and B¡∞ such that for
any f∈L2 one has
A‖f‖226
∑
∈
|〈f;	〉|26B‖f‖22 (1.1)
where 〈·; ·〉 denotes the inner product on L2. By L2(S) we mean those functions that are square
integrable over the set S. In what follows S will always be the real line R or a bounded interval
[a; b] ⊂ R. We will ignore the underlying set S notationally in referencing results that do not depend
on S. The left- and right-hand inequalities in (1.1) are called the lower and upper frame conditions.
The constants A and B are called lower and upper frame bounds, respectively.
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The notion of a frame was introduced in the early 1950s by Du-n and SchaeDer [13] in the context
of frames of exponentials of the form {e2inx}n∈Z for L2([a; b]). Here {n} is a real sequence. In
contrast to the Fourier basis {e2inx=(b−a)}, the n need not be regularly spaced. One says that {n}
has uniform density D=D({n}) if there is an L¿ 0 such that |n−n=D|6L for all n. One also says
that {n} is uniformly separated if there is a ¿ 0 such that any pair of distinct elements of {n}
diDer by at least . Du-n and SchaeDer proved that if {n} is uniformly separated and has uniform
density D¿ (b − a) then {e2inx}n∈Z forms a frame for L2([a; b]). A complete characterization of
frames of exponentials for L2[a; b] was not obtained until around 1990 when JaDard [21] showed that
(i) if {n} is relatively uniformly separated, meaning that it is a Hnite union of uniformly separated
subsequences and, in turn, if one of these subsequences can be taken to have uniform density
D¿ (b−a) then {e2inx}n∈Z forms a frame for L2([a; b]), while (ii) if {n} has no uniformly dense
subsequence, or is not relatively uniformly separated, then it cannot form a frame for L2([a; b]) for
any interval.
It is trivial that any sequence {n} having uniform density D can be written n= n=D+n where,
for some Hxed L and all n; |n|6L. This provides an eDective method for producing uniformly
dense sequences and/or viewing them as perturbations of uniform sequences. It is also worth noting
that any sequence thus obtained is relatively uniformly separated, though not necessarily uniformly
separated. Thus JaDard’s result can be viewed as a type of double stability, Hrst under a uniformity
preserving transformation, then under constrained addition of extra terms. A simple, though not
completely precise, algorithm for producing a relatively uniformly separated sequence is to insure
that for all k ∈Z, the interval [k; (k +1)) contains at most M elements. Such a sequence is easily
seen to be the union of at most 2M -uniformly separated subsequences. Taken together, these two
observations provide a recipe for producing frames of exponentials. Keeping track of frame bounds
is a more di-cult technical matter depending inherently on the techniques in [21].
To any frame {	} for L2 one associates the frame operator S :f →
∑〈f;	〉	 which is linear,
bounded and continuously invertible on L2 (e.g., [19]). Thus frames provide canonical, if not unique,
expansions f =
∑〈f; S−1	〉	. In the case of frames of exponentials these expansions associate
to a function a collection of oscillating components of various amplitudes. In contrast with the
standard basis of exponentials, the periods of the components are not necessarily commensurate
with the length of the interval. However, the frame exponentials might well be sympathetic with
the oscillations of a given function f. Thus, overcompleteness can enable frames to provide more
compact approximations of the functions they serve to represent. This is why it is important not to
be constrained to viewing frames of exponentials as perturbations of the Fourier basis. For a trivial
but dramatic example: eix is not represented eDectively by the family {e2inx} but is represented
very eDectively by eix. More detailed discussion of the utility of frame overcompleteness can be
found in Benedetto [2].
1.2. Background on Gabor frames
The Fourier transform is suitable for analyzing stationary signals and processes (where the prop-
erties are statistically invariant over time). However, many physical processes and signals, such as
speech or music, are nonstationary: they evolve with time. If we represent a musical recording as
a function of its amplitude in time, we may be able to perceive the transition from one note to
the next but, except in trivial examples, we gain little insight about which notes are played. On the
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other hand, the Fourier representation gives us a clear demarcation of the energy found in prevail-
ing pitches, but information about the moment of emission and duration of the notes is masked in
the phases. Both representations might be physically accurate, but neither, by itself, gives adequate
information for localizing the pitches to the times in which they occurred or vice-versa. One would
prefer a representation which is local both in time and frequency, like music notation, which in-
structs the musician which note to play when. These are the sort of considerations that Gabor had
in mind when he suggested, in his 1946 Theory of Communication [17], the possibility of discrete
expansions in terms of the system generated by (’; a; b) in which a= b= 1 and ’(x) = e−x2 . That
is, Gabor suggested that the functions
e−2imxe−(x−n)
2
might form a basis suitable for capturing simultaneous localization of a signal in time and frequency,
since the expansion functions themselves would be ideally localized.
The failure of Gabor’s vision in this case is now fairly well documented in various forms of the
Balian–Low theorem, (e.g., [18]). The problem is that the joint time-frequency decay of the Gaussian
coupled with the unit density of the time-frequency lattice points (m; n) precludes continuity of the
inverse frame operator. One requires either a less well-localized window, such as the sinc function
sin x=x, or a denser lattice (mb; na) where ab¡ 1.
Since the early 1980s an extensive literature on the subject of Gabor representations has emerged.
Among those questions dealing speciHcally with Gabor frames for L2(R), one considers which
functions—besides Gaussians—can generate such frames, and what sets of time-frequency shifts
can give rise to Gabor frames. By a regular Gabor system generated by a triple (’; a; b)∈L2(R)×
(0;∞)× (0;∞) we mean the collection of functions
’mn(x) = e2imbx’(x − na);=EmbTna’(x); (m; n)∈Z× Z:
The operator Ta’(x) = ’(x − a) is the unitary time shift and E’(x) = e2ix’(x) is the unitary
modulation or frequency shift operator. Here ’ is called the window, or generating function, and
a; b are called, respectively, the time and frequency shift parameters. In contrast, an irregular Gabor
system generated by (’;), where ’∈L2(R) and  = {(p; q)} is a discrete subset of R × R, is
the collection of functions
’(x) = e2ipx’(x − q) = EpTq’(x):
Here we will consider the problem of Hnding conditions under which irregular Gabor systems can
form frames. Such systems can be thought of as perturbations of regular Gabor systems and such
perturbations are a fact of life, as they arise through errors in mechanical computation of expansions,
through irregularly spaced samples in discrete expansions, and so on. But, as in the case of frames of
exponentials, desirable overcompleteness properties do not necessarily arise through perturbations. In
what follows we will present new conditions, namely Theorem 7 and Corollary 1, that are su-cient
for an irregular Gabor system to form a frame. Corollary 1 is a perturbation result in the general
sense that a perturbation of a frame by a Bessel sequence with a small Bessel bound is still a frame
[10]. To motivate the results, Hrst we will review a bit of the considerable amount that is known
regarding regular and irregular Gabor frames. Much more information about Gabor expansions can
be found in GrMochenig’s excellent monograph [18] and in Christensen’s insightful review article [8].
Our review will focus on some issues of stability.
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Mathematical interest in Gabor systems dates from around 1980 with Janssen’s work [22,23] on
the connection between the Bargmann transform, Zak transform and Gabor expansions, and that of
Feichtinger and GrMochenig encompassing the functional analytic and group theoretic aspects of Gabor
expansions [15]. Benedetto [2] and GrMochenig [18] are excellent sources of information on Gabor
expansions. Our focus is on frames rather than on the expansions that they entail. Nevertheless,
Daubechies et al. [12] placement of the problem of computing Gabor expansions in the context of
frames for a Hilbert space marked a major development in Gabor theory.
In the same work, Daubechies et al. suggested a fairly simple su-cient condition for the regular
system {EmbTnag}m;n∈Z to form a frame for L2(R). We review this condition because it suggests
a pattern for developing more general frame criteria and stability results starting with a base case
in which the window function has compact support. The support hypothesis allows for an interplay
between Fourier series and Fourier transforms that, ultimately, lets one take advantage of the fact
that the functions {e2imbx} form a (tight exact) frame for L2(I) for any interval I of length 1=b.
Theorem 1. Let g∈L2(R), and let a; b¿ 0 be such that:
(i) There exist constants A; B such that
0¡A= essinf x∈R
∑
n
|g(x − na)|26 esssupx∈R
∑
n
|g(x − na)|2 = B¡∞;
(ii) g has compact support contained in an interval I of length 1=b.
Then {EmbTnag}m;n∈Z forms a frame for L2(R) with frame bounds b−1A; b−1B. That is, for
each f∈L2(R) we have
b−1A‖f‖2L2(R)6
∑
n
∑
m
|〈f; EmbTnag〉|26 b−1B‖f‖2L2(R):
It is worth noting that Walnut [19] used Wiener amalgam spaces to generalize the results in [12]
to a large class of generating functions and such amalgam norms are also of use in establishing
frame criteria for irregular Gabor systems, e.g. [4].
1.3. Su9ciency criteria and stability results for Gabor frames—a brief review
The Hrst criterion for irregular Gabor frames that we consider is due to Heller [20]. It allows both
the frequency shifts {bm} and time shifts {an} to be irregularly spaced.
Theorem 2. Let ’∈L2(R), and let {an} and {bm} be real sequences such that:
(i) There exist constants A; B such that
0¡A= essinf x∈R
∑
n
|’(x − an)|26 esssup
x∈R
∑
n
|’(x − an)|2 = B¡∞:
(ii) The set {Ebm} is a frame for L2(I) for some bounded interval I ⊆ R.
(iii) The function ’ has compact support, with supp(’) ⊂ I ⊂ R. Then {EbmTan’}m;n∈Z forms a
Gabor frame for L2(R).
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Heller’s proof follows the lines of the regular Gabor frame result of Daubechies et al. but re-
places their use of Plancherel’s theorem by the application of the hypothesis that {Ebm} is a frame
for L2(I). It is not accurate to regard Heller’s result as a perturbation result because his proof
does not interpret the irregularly spaced time-frequency shifts as perturbations of regularly spaced
ones.
More recently, su-ciency criteria for irregular Gabor frames have been extended to the non-
compactly supported case in a manner reminiscent of Walnut’s generalization of Theorem 1. The
following result, due to Casazza and Christensen [4] replaces the compact support hypothesis by
Hniteness of a Wiener amalgam norm, along with a density condition. One says that ’∈W (L∞; l1)
provided
∑
n∈Z supx∈[n;n+1) |’(x)|¡∞. Examples of elements of W (L∞; l1) include the Gaussian
’(x) = e−x2 and, more generally, any function with suitable uniform decay.
Theorem 3. Let ’∈W (L∞; l1). The following are equivalent:
(i) ’ is bounded below on an interval of R,
(ii) There are numbers a; b0 and A¿ 0 such that, for all b∈ (0; b0]; pm ∈ [mb; (m + 1)b] and
qn ∈ [na; (n+ 1)a], the system {EpmTqn’} is a frame for L2(R) with lower frame bound A.
Two aspects of this result bear comment. First, there is a uniform density criterion—that a; b
are su-ciently small—embedded in the statement. This condition, together with the boundedness
below and the Wiener condition are enough to guarantee that the overlap condition (condition (i) in
Theorem 2) holds uniformly over the possible sequences of perturbed shifts {qn}. The theorem also
utilizes a Kadec-type stability result for frames of exponentials due to Balan [1] and to Christensen
[7] based on the assumption that b is small. Thus, in at least two important ways, this theorem
is eDectively a perturbation result. We will say more about this particular result below, since it is
closely related to the results that we present.
By a perturbation of a frame we mean the replacement of each frame element by a new element
that is close to the original in some suitable sense. The frame is stable under the perturbation
if the new collection continues to form a frame. In Gabor systems one can perturb the set 
of time-frequency shifts, as is eDectively done in the case of Theorem 3, or the window ’. The
following result of Sun and Zhou [25] involves perturbation of the time-shifts as well as perturbation
of the generating function:
Theorem 4. Let {’mb;na}m;n∈Z be a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B. If
(i) ’ and ’′ belong to L1(R) or
(ii) ’(x) is continuous and |’(x)|6C(1 + |x|)−1−& for some &¿ 0,
then there exist ¿ 0 and ¿ 0 such that {’mb;na}m;n∈Z is a frame for L2(R) whenever
|’(x)−  (x)|6 |’(x)| and |n − n|6 .
Sun and Zhou proved several other perturbation results for Gabor frames. Their results in [25]
are extensions of earlier work of Favier and Zalik [14]. A diDerent approach to stability involving
perturbations of the generating function was taken up by Casazza et al., again based on the Wiener
W (L∞; l1) norm:
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Theorem 5. Suppose that (’; a; b) generates a regular Gabor frame with bounds A; B. Let  ∈L2(R)
and assume that there exists R¡A such that
‖’−  ‖W (L∞ ; l1)6
√
bR=4:
Then ( ; a; b) also generates a Gabor frame with bounds A(1−√R=A)2; B(1 +√R=B)2.
Other stability results, including ones for lattice perturbations of the type in Theorem 3, can be
found in [5]. Theorem 5 is also a stability result in that it hinges on  being close to ’.
A fundamental tool for proving perturbation results of this sort is the fact that a perturbation of a
frame by a Bessel sequence with small Bessel bound is still a frame. One characterization of Bessel
sequences in L2, which we will take as a working deHnition for this paper, is the following [26]: a
sequence {fn} of L2 functions is a Bessel sequence if and only if there exists a constant R, called
the Bessel bound, such that, for all f∈L2,∑
n
|〈f;fn〉|26R‖f‖22: (1.2)
The basic perturbation result of Christensen and Heil [10] is
Theorem 6. Let {fn} be a frame for L2 with frame bounds A and B. If {gn} ⊂ L2 is such that
{fn−gn} is a Bessel sequence with bound R¡A, then {gn} is a frame with bounds [1−(R=A)1=2]2A
and [1 + (R=B)1=2]2B.
Other related abstract stability results can be found in Christensen [6] and Casazza and Christensen,
(e.g. [3]). In fact, there are other important directions in the theory of stability and irregularity of
Gabor frames. Among them, a few highlights include work of Feichtinger and Kaiblinger [16] which
involves regular Gabor frames but says something about continuity under perturbations of the lattice
parameters a; b, as well as work of Liu and Wang [24] which considers conditions under which an
irregular Gabor frame can or cannot be an orthonormal basis.
As a Hnal note, we are emphasizing su-ciency and stability criteria for irregular Gabor frames, but
it is also important to keep in mind necessary conditions. For example, just as su-cient lattice density
is necessary in the case of regular Gabor frames (e.g. [18]), su-cient density remains necessary in
the case of irregular Gabor systems. Christensen, Deng and Heil [9] showed, for example, that in
order that {e2ipx’(x−q)} forms an irregular Gabor frame for L2(R) it is necessary that D−()¿ 1,
where D−() = lim (n−(r)=r2) in which n−(r) is the least number of points = (q; p)∈ in any
ball of radius r=2.
2. Bessel bounds for irregular Gabor systems and perturbation of generators
In what follows we will provide a stability criterion for irregular Gabor frames. What we have in
mind is to perturb the generator ’, starting with an irregular Gabor frame generated by {’;}. In
order to utilize the abstract perturbation result Theorem 6, one wants Hrst a criterion for irregular
Gabor systems to form Bessel sequences with small Bessel constants.
The idea is to begin with a family of exponential sequences {e−2ibmnx}m that are uniformly
Besselian, that is, for each n Hxed, the sequence {e−2ibmnx}m;n is a Bessel sequence for L2(I),
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where the interval I and the Bessel bound are independent of n. If  is small in some appropriate
sense, and if a sequence {an} of time shifts is well spaced, then one can conclude that the family
{e−2ibmnx (x − an)}m;n forms a Bessel sequence for L2(R) with small Bessel bound.
Theorem 7. Let  ∈L2(R) and let {an}n∈Z; {bmn}m;n∈Z be real sequences satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) M = supx∈R
∑
n
| (x − an)|2 ¡∞;
(ii) There is an interval I of length ( such that, for each ;xed n, the set {e2ibmnx}m is a Bessel
sequence for L2(I) with Bessel bound B independent of n;
(iii)
∑
k =0;±1 (k; ()¡∞ where
(k; a) = sup
l
∑
n
)a(n; l))a(n; k + l)
and
)a(n; l) = sup
u∈[−la;(1−l)a]
| (u− an)|:
Then {e−2ibmnx (x − an)}m;n forms a Bessel sequence for L2(R) with Bessel bound B(3M +∑
k =0;±1 (k; ()).
Corollary 1. Let {an}n∈Z; {bmn}m;n∈Z be real sequences. Suppose that ’∈L2(R) has the form
’ = ’1 + ’2 where {EbmnTan’1} is an irregular Gabor frame for L2(R) with frame bounds A1; B1
and suppose that ’2 =  satis;es the conclusion of Theorem 7 with the quantities de;ned therein.
If R= B(3M +
∑
k =0;±1 (k; ())¡A1 then {EbmnTan’} forms an irregular Gabor frame for L2(R)
with a lower frame bound [1− (R=A1)1=2]2A1 and an upper frame bound [1 + (R=B1)1=2]2B1.
After proving Theorem 7 we will give an example, really a representative of a class of examples
(see Corollary 2), to illustrate how one can apply the theorem and corollary in practice. We will not
be obsessive here about determining the most general possible conditions under which a perturbation
of {’;} gives rise to a new Gabor frame. Rather, we wish to emphasize, through the techniques
of the example, a practical means for building irregular Gabor frames. The main idea there is to
use the theorem and corollary to extend the method implicit in Heller’s theorem to the case of
noncompactly supported generators having suitable decay.
The “-condition” of Theorem 7 is a size condition generalizing that used by Daubechies [11] in
establishing a su-ciency criterion for regular Gabor frames to the irregular case. Thus, in contrast to
the perturbation methods of Favier and Zalik and of Sun and Zhou, no smoothness is required of ’.
Some comments are in order also regarding the relationship between our approach and Theorems 3
and 5, the combination of which can also yield a result for stability of irregular Gabor frames under
perturbation of generators. As mentioned, Theorem 3 can be viewed as a criterion for irregular Gabor
frames arising from perturbations of a su-ciently dense lattice, where su9ciently dense depends on
local lower boundedness plus decay properties of ’. Heller’s theorem has the most stringent decay
property possible in compactness of support, but the density of the time shifts in his case is only
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enforced by the intuitive overlap condition, while his frame of exponentials condition is governed
by JaDard’s criterion. In this sense, Heller’s result is best not viewed as a perturbation result. Thus,
irregular Gabor systems with noncompactly supported generators built via application of Corollary
1 from Heller’s criterion, perturbed by remainders satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7, will
be quite distinct from those built through Theorem 3. Nevertheless, there is one important sense
in which the Casazza–Christensen–Lammers conditions are weaker than ours. Namely, the condition
that
∑
k =0;±1 (k; () is small is stronger than requiring that  has small W (L
∞; l1) norm. The culprit
here is the supremum over l in the deHnition of (k; a). If this supremum could be taken outside of
the sum over k then smallness of the  sum would be equivalent to smallness of the Wiener norm.
However, the irregular spacing of the an poses an obstacle to obtaining Bessel estimates directly in
terms of the Wiener norm. On the other hand, the ability to attach a diDerent frame of exponentials
{e2ibmnx}m to each time-shift an is a fairly straightforward consequence of our method, as it is with
Heller’s.
To begin the proof of Theorem 7, for any f∈L2(R),∑
m;n
|〈f; e−2ibmnx (x − an)〉|2
=
∑
m;n
∣∣∣∣
∫
R
f(x) S (x − an)e2ibmnx dx
∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
m;n
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
∑
l
f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)e2ibmn(x−(l) dx
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
m;n
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
∑
l
f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)e2ibmnxe−2i(bmnl dx
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
m;n
[(∫ (
0
∑
l
Sf(x − (l) (x − (l− an)e−2ibmn(x−(l) dx
)
×
(∫ (
0
∑
l′
f(y − (l′) S (y − (l′ − an)e2ibmn(x(l′) dy
)]
:
The last equality has the form |g|2 = Sg · g.
We break the sums over all m; n above into four terms: Let S1 denote those terms in which l′= l:∑
m;n
∑
l
∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)e2ibmnx dx
∣∣∣∣
2
:
Let S2 denote those terms for which l′ = l; l′ = l± 1:∑
m;n
∑
l
∑
l′ =l;l′ =l±1
∫ (
0
Sf(x − (l) (x − (l− an)e−2ibmn(x−(l) dx
×
∫ (
0
f(y − (l′) S (y − (l′ − an)e2ibmn(y−(l′) dy:
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Let S3 and S4 denote, respectively, those terms in which l′ = l± 1:∑
m;n
∑
l
∫ (
0
Sf(x − (l) (x − (l− an)e−2ibmn(x−(l) dx
×
∫ (
0
f(y − ((l± 1)) S (y − ((l± 1)− an)e2ibmn(y−(l)e∓2i(bmn dy:
Thus,∑
m;n
|〈f; e−2ibmnx (x − an)〉|2 = S1 + S2 + S3 + S4:
First we will Hnd a bound for the term S1. Actually, the estimates for S3 and S4 will follow the
pattern of estimating S1 rather routinely, so we will omit those estimates. These three terms together
account for the factor 3M in the Bessel bound. We will need to refer to the following simple fact,
whose proof is just a change of variable:
Proposition 1. If {Ebm} = {e2ibmx} is a Bessel sequence for L2(I) with Bessel bound B, then
{TaEbm}= {e2ibmn(x−a)}m is a Bessel sequence for L2(I + a) with the same bound B.
Since, for h∈L2(In), where In = I + an,∑
m
|〈h; TanEbmn〉L2(In)|2 =
∑
m
|〈T−anh; Ebmn〉L2(I)|2;
one has∑
m
|〈h; TanEbmn〉L2(In)|26B‖T−anh‖2L2(I)
independent of n by the hypothesis (ii) on {Ebmn}. Finally, by Proposition 1,∑
m
|〈h; TanEbmn〉L2(In)|26B‖h‖2L2(In);
so {TanEbmn}m is Besselian for L2(In) with uniform bound B.
Now
S1 =
∑
m;n
∑
l
∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)e2ibmnx dx
∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
n
∑
l
∑
m
|〈f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an); e−2ibmnx〉L2[0; (]|2
=
∑
n
∑
l
∑
m
|〈f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an); e−2ibmn(x−(=2)〉L2[0; (]|2:
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Therefore, by the Bessel condition on {e2ibmnx}m and Proposition 1,
S16B
∑
n
∑
l
‖f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)‖2L2[0; (]
= B
∑
n
∑
l
∫ (
0
|f(x − (l) (x − (l− an)|2 dx:
By Tonelli’s theorem and the change of variable y = x − (, we see that
S16B
∑
l
∫ (
0
|f(x − (l)|2
∑
n
| (x − (l− an)|2 dx
= B
∑
l
∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(y)|2
∑
n
| (y − an)|2 dx
= B
∫
R
|f(y)|2
∑
n
| (y − an)|2 dx:
Since
∑
n | (y − an)|26M , we have
S16MB‖f‖2L2(R):
As noted, in much the same way we obtain the estimates
Si6MB‖f‖2L2(R); (i = 3; 4):
Now, we need to bound S2. By substituting l′ = k + l, we have
|S2|6
∑
m;n
∑
k =0;±1
∑
l
∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
f(x − (l) S (x − (l− an)e2ibmn(x−(l) dx
∣∣∣∣
×
∣∣∣∣
∫ (
0
f(y − ((k + l)) S (y − ((k + l)− an)e2ibmn(y−((k+l)) dy
∣∣∣∣ :
Setting u= x − (l and v= y − ((l+ k), we then have
|S2|6
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
∑
m
∣∣∣∣
∫ ((1−l)
−(l
f(u) S (u− an)e2ibmnu du
∣∣∣∣
×
∣∣∣∣
∫ ((1−l−k)
−((l+k)
f(v) S (v− an)e2ibmnv dv
∣∣∣∣ :
By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
|S2|6
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
(∑
m
∣∣∣∣
∫ ((1−l)
−(l
f(u) S (u− an)e2ibmnu du
∣∣∣∣
2
)1=2
×
(∑
m
∣∣∣∣
∫ ((1−k−l)
−((l+k)
f(v) S (v− an)e2ibmnv dv
∣∣∣∣
2
)1=2
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=
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
(∑
m
|〈f(u) S (u− an); e−2ibmnu〉L2([−(l;((1−l)])|2
)1=2
×
(∑
m
|〈f(v) S (v− an); e2ibmnv〉L2([−((l+k); ((1−k−l)])|2
)1=2
:
By the uniform Bessel condition on {e2ibmnx}m and Proposition 1,
|S2|6B
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
‖f(·) (· − an)‖L2[−(l;((1−l)]
×‖f(·) 2(· − an)‖L2[−((l+k); ((1−l−k)])
= B
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
(∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(u)|2| (u− an)|2 du
)1=2
×
(∫ ((1−l−k)
−((l+k)
|f(v)|2| (v− an)|2 dw
)1=2
:
Recalling that )a(n; l) = supu∈[−al;a(1−l)] | (u− an)|,
|S2|6B
∑
k =0;±1
∑
n
∑
l
{(∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(u)|2 du
)1=2(∫ ((1−l−k)
−((l+k)
|f(v)|2 dv
)1=2
×)((n; l))((n; k + l)
}
= B
∑
k =0;±1
∑
l
{(∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(u)|2 du
)1=2(∫ ((1−k−l)
−((l+k)
|f(v)|2 dv
)1=2
×
∑
n
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
}
6B
∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
×
∑
l
{(∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(u)|2 du
)1=2(∫ ((1−l−k)
−((l+k)
|f(v)|2 dv
)1=2}
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6B
∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
×
(∑
l
∫ ((1−l)
−(l
|f(u)|2 du
)1=2(∑
l
∫ ((1−l−k)
−((l+k)
|f(v)|2 dv
)1=2
= B


∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n
)((n; l))((n; k + l)

 ‖f‖2L2(R):
Since (k; q) = supl
∑
n )q(n; l) · )q(n; k + l) we have shown that
|S2|6B

 ∑
k =0;±1
(k; q0)

 ‖f‖2:
Putting these estimates together, we conclude that
∑
m;n
|〈f; e−2ibmnx (x − an)〉|26B

3M + ∑
k =0;±1
(k; q0)

 ‖f‖2:
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
2.1. How to generate examples
It still requires some work to construct examples of irregular Gabor frames by means of a combined
application of Heller’s theorem and Theorem 7. However, the techniques used in the speciHc example
that we outline below indicate that it is really just the uniform decay of ’ that is important in
generating Bessel bounds. In this way our methods generalize the semi-regular part (ii) of Theorem
4 to the fully irregular case. Here is the idea. One writes ’(x) = ’1(x) + ’2(x) where ’1 has
compact support in some interval I to be chosen, and ’2 is such that M and
∑
k =0;±1 (k; () as
in Theorem 7 are small in comparison with the lower bound in the overlap condition—the constant
A in Theorem 2—for ’1. In fact, if ’ has reasonable decay then M and
∑
k =0;±1 (k; (), thought
of in terms of their dependence on the cuto= parameter |I |—the length of the interval supporting
’1—will decay strictly faster than 1=|I |. At the same time, the lower bound in the overlap condition
for ’1 will clearly only get larger with |I |. Then, having Hxed an appropriate interval I on which
’1 lives, one chooses the exponential frames {e2ibmnx} via JaDard’s criterion to have uniform upper
and lower frame bounds commensurate with the length of I . In this manner, the lower frame bound
in Heller’s theorem stays away from zero while the Bessel bound in Theorem 7 gets smaller as I
grows. Thus, once I is large enough Corollary 1 can be invoked and one has an irregular Gabor
frame, see Corollary 2 below. Unfortunately, the decay required to make
∑
k =0;±1 (k; () small is
slightly stronger than membership in W (L∞; l1). This puts a limitation on the class of examples that
can be thus produced.
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Let ’(x) = 1=(1 + |x|1+&), with &¿ 0, and ’(x) = ’1(x) + ’2(x) where
’1(x) = ’(x)0{|x|6(=2};
’2(x) = ’(x)0{|x|¿(=2}:
Although it was not apparent in the statement of the theorem, in order for ’ to satisfy the essen-
tial bounds on sums of squares of shifts there should be some ¿ 0 such that sequence {an} is
-uniformly separated,
|an+1 − an|¿ ¿ 0: (2.1)
Claim 1.
∑
k =0;±1 (k; ()6 c(
−1−2&, where c is a constant, and
(k; () = sup
l
∑
n
sup
u∈[−(l;((1−l)]
|’2(u− an)| sup
v∈[−((l+k);((1−l−k)]
|’2(v− an)|
= sup
l
∑
n
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
as before.
For those terms in the suprema one has −(l6 u6 ((1 − l) and −((l + k)6 v6 ((1 − l − k).
Fix l and k and, given n choose m= m(n; l; k) so that (m6 an6 ((m+ 1). So we have
−(l− ((m+ 1)6 u− an6 ((1− l)− (m
and
−((l+ k)− ((m+ 1)6 v− an6 ((1− l− k)− (m:
We will begin by breaking the sum deHning  into terms depending on the location of an relative
to the locations of the points u; v where the suprema of )((n; k) and )((n; k + l) occur. We deHne
these cases as follows:
E1(k; l) = {n: u− an¿ 0 and v− an ¡ 0};
E2(k; l) = {n: u− an¿ 0 and v− an¿ 0};
E3(k; l) = {n: u− an ¡ 0 and v− an ¡ 0};
E4(k; l) = {n: u− an ¡ 0 and v− an¿ 0}:
We have that
(k; ()6
4∑
i=1
sup
l
∑
n∈Ei(k;l)
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
so, to establish Claim 1, it is enough to show that∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n∈Ei(k;l)
)((n; l))((n; k + l)6C(−1−2& (2.2)
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for each i=1; : : : ; 4. Actually, we will only consider the case in which i=1. The other cases follow
routinely from the same type of analysis.
In obtaining estimates for the sum over n∈E1(k; l) we have u− an¿ 0 and v− an ¡ 0. From the
choices
−((l+ m+ 1)6 u− an6 ((1− l− m)
and
−((l+ m+ 1 + k)6 v− an6 ((1− l− m− k)
it follows then that
1− l¿m¿− 1− k − l:
To estimate  one would also like to have |u−an|¿ (|l+m+1|¿ 0 which holds when m¡−1−l,
as well as |v − an|¿ (|l + m + k − 1|¿ 0, valid when m¿ 1 − k − l. For a Hxed value of u
and hence l this means that we will need to consider the cases m∈{1 − l;−l;−1 − l} and/or
l∈{1 − k − l;−k − l} separately. It is easily checked that, by (2.1) there are at most 5((= + 1)
possible an ∈E1(k; l) such that m = m(an) lies in one of these sets. Furthermore, for such an one
can check that )((n; l))((n; k + l)6C(−2−2&|k|−1−&. Summing over such an yields a contribution
of at most C(−1−2&|k|−1−& to the sum deHning (k; (). This shows that it is enough to assume that
|u− an|¿ (|l+ m+ 1|¿ 0 and |v− an|¿ (|l+ m+ k − 1|¿ 0 in what follows.
Granted this, one has,
)((n; l)6
1
1 + ((|l+ m+ 1|)1+& ;
while
)((n; k + l)6
1
1 + ((|l+ m+ k − 1|)1+& :
So, ∑
n∈E1(k;l)
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
6
∑
m
∑
an∈[(m;((m+1))
1
1 + ((|m+ l+ 1|)1+&
1
1 + ((|l+ m+ k − 1|)1+& :
If |u−an|6 (=2 or |v−an|6 (=2, i.e., |l+m+1|6 1=2 or |l+m+k−1|6 1=2, then ’2(u−an)=0
or ’2(v− an) = 0, respectively, so we can assume that m=−l− 1 and m=−l− k + 1 are omitted
from the summation above. Thus,∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n∈E1(k;l)
)((n; l))((n; k + l)
6
∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
m =−l−1
m =−l−k+1
∑
an∈[(m;((m+1)]
1
((|m+ l+ 1|)1+&
1
((|m+ l+ k − 1|)1+& :
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By (2.1), any interval [(m; ((m+1)] contains at most ((=+1) of the an’s. Thus, by the substitution
 = m+ l+ 1, the last sum above is bounded by((

+ 1
) ∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
 =0
 =2−k
1
((||)1+&
1
((| + k − 2|)1+&
=C(−1−2&
∑
k =0;±1
∑
 =0
 =2−k
1
||1+&
1
| + k − 2|1+& :
Now consider those terms in which ¿ 2− k. Substituting 2=  + k − 2 we obtain
C(−1−2&
∑
k =0;±1
∑
0 =¿2−k
1
||1+&
1
( + k − 2)1+&
6C(−1−2&
∑
k =0;±1
∑
k−2 =2¿1
1
|2− k + 2|1+&
1
21+&
=C(−1−2&
{∑
k¡−1
+
∑
k¿1
} ∑
k−2 =2¿1
1
|2− k + 2|1+&
1
21+&
6C(−1−2&


∑
k¡−1
1
|3− k|1+& +
∑
k¿1
∑
k−2 =2¿1
1
|2− k + 2|1+&
1
21+&

 :
The sum over those k ¡− 1 converges. To bound the second sum one splits the terms in the sum
over 2 into those for which (i) 26 (k+1)=2, (ii) (k+1)=2¡26 2k and (iii) 2¿ 2k. For each
term in the second sum one has either 2¿ (k + 1)=2 or else |2− k + 2|¿ (k + 1)=2− 3. In cases
(i) and (iii) one of the factors is O(k−1−&) while the sum over the remaining factor is Hnite. In case
(ii) there are at most O(k) terms, and each term is O(k−1−&). This shows that∑
k¿1
∑
k−2 =2¿1
1
|2− k + 2|1+&
1
21+&
¡∞:
A completely parallel argument can be applied to the sum over those terms in which ¡ 2− k. We
conclude then that
C(−1−2&
∑
k =0;±1
∑
 =0;2−k
1
||1+&
1
| + k − 2|1+& 6C(c1 + c2)(
−1−2&:
That is,∑
k =0;±1
sup
l
∑
n∈E1(k;l)
)((n; l))((n; k + l)6C ′(
−1−2&
for all su-ciently large (¿ 0. Arguing in much the same way for the other Ei yields (2.2) which
proves Claim 1.
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Claim 2. supx∈R
∑
n |’2(x − an)|26d(−1−2&, where d is a constant. In fact,∑
n
|’2(x − an)|2 =
∑
an¡x
|’2(x − an)|2 +
∑
an¿x
|’2(x − an)|2:
We will estimate the Hrst sum with a bound independent of x; estimating the second follows the
same lines. To begin, we split∑
an¡x
|’2(x − an)|2 =
∑
an¡x6an+(
|’2(x − an)|2 +
∑
an+(¡x
|’2(x − an)|2:
By (2.1) there are at most ((= + 1) nonzero terms in the Hrst sum and each of these terms is
bounded by 41+&(−2−2&. Hence, the Hrst sum is bounded by a constant multiple of (−1−2&. For the
second sum, Hx x and choose m = m(x) so that x∈ [ − (m=2; ((1 − m)=2]. Given an ¡x choose
l = l(an) so that an ∈ [ − (l=2; ((1 − l)=2]. Then (=2(l − m − 1)6 x − an6 (=2(l − m + 1). By
the deHnition of the second sum we also must have x − an ¿(. Therefore, l − m + 1¿ 2, that is,
l¿m+ 1. To bound the sum over an + (¡x we then have∑
an+(¡x
|’2(x − an)|2 =
∑
l¿m+1
∑
an∈[−(l=2;((1−l)=2]
|’2(x − an)|2
6
∑
l¿m+1
∑
an∈[−(l=2;((1−l)=2]
(
1
1 + ((=2(l− m− 1))1+&
)2
:
Setting  = l− m− 1¿ 0 this is bounded in turn by
(−2−2&41+&
∑
¿0
∑
an∈[−((+m+1)=2;−((+m)=2]
−2−2&:
Again, by (2.1), any interval [− (( + m+ 1)=2;−(( + m)=2] contains at most ((=2+ 1) of the
an’s. So the last sum is bounded by( (
2
+ 1
)
(−2−2&41+&
∑
¿0
−2−2& = C(−1−2&:
Thus we have shown that∑
an¡x
|’2(x − an)|26C ′(−1−2&
for all su-ciently large (¿ 0. A completely parallel argument applied to the terms an¿ x allows
us to conclude that∑
n
|’2(x − an)|26d(−1−2&
for all su-ciently large (¿ 0. This proves Claim 2.
Claim 3. One can choose {e2ibmnx}m to have uniform lower and upper frame bounds A2(() and
B2(() in such a way that B2(()(3M (() +
∑
k =0;±1 (k; ()) → 0 as ( → ∞, where M (() =
supx∈R
∑
n |’2(x − an)|2.
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To see this, one notes that JaDard’s criterion can be applied in such a way that A2(() and B2(()
are uniformly bounded above and below by Hxed multiples of (. More concretely, recall that for a
Hxed value of (; {e2imx=(}m∈Z is an orthogonal basis for L2([ − (=2; (=2]) with norms
√
(, hence
frame bounds equal to (. Thus, for example, if we choose {bmn} such that {bmn − m=(} is suitably
small in the sense of [7], then we can think of {e2ibmnx}m as possessing uniform frame bounds
(L6A2(()6B2(()¡(U; (2.3)
where L; U are constants not depending on (. Of course, JaDard’s criterion leads to broader possi-
bilities.
Therefore, assuming (2.3) it follows from Claims 1 and 2 that
B2(()

3M (() + ∑
k =0;+1
(k; ()

¡(U (3d + c)(−1−2& → 0
as ( → ∞. This establishes Claim 3. Hence, the functions {e−2ibmnx’2(x − an)}mn form a Bessel
sequence with Bessel bound as small as we like by choosing ( to be su-ciently large.
To Hnish the example, we need frame bounds for {e−2ibmnx’1(x − an)}mn where ’1 = (1 +
|x|)−1−&0[−(=2; (=2](x). Assuming (2.3) once again, the exponentials {e−2ibmnx}mn are not only uni-
formly Besselian, but have uniform lower frame bound for L2([ − (=2; (=2]) as well, with linear
growth of the bound with (. We have already used uniform separation of the time shifts an to get
the Bessel bounds for {e−2ibmnx’2(x − an)}mn. Now we also need a uniform density condition on
the {an} to get lower frame bounds. As in the case of Heller’s theorem, the upper and lower frame
bounds will be proportional to the product of the frame bounds for the exponentials, and the bounds
0¡A1 = ess inf
∑
n
|’1(x − an)|26 ess sup
∑
n
|’1(x − an)|2 = B1 ¡∞:
If we think of these bounds as functions of the cutoD ( and recall the special form ’(x)=(1+|x|)−1−&,
both A1(() and B1(() are increasing and bounded above as functions of (. Furthermore, if the an are
uniformly dense then A1(()¿ (1 + |(|)−1−& ¿ 0 as soon as there is at least one an in each interval
of length (. Consequently, invoking Heller’s theorem it will be the case that the upper and lower
frame bounds for {e−2ibmnx’1(x − an)}mn essentially look like A1(()A2(() and B1(()B2((), both of
which are essentially proportional with (. It follows then from the abstract perturbation theorem that
{e−2ibmnx’(x − an)}mn will be a frame for L2(R) once ( is large enough. Analyzing the method of
establishing this example, the issue of choosing ( to optimize the density required of exponential
and time-shift terms, versus the decay of ’, leads to interesting possibilities.
We can summarize all of these observations in the following corollary to theorems 2 and 3:
Corollary 2. Suppose that (1 + |x|)1+&’(x) is bounded for some &¿ 0. Suppose that {an} is a
uniformly separated sequence and that there exist constants A1 and B1 such that
A16
∑
n
|’1(x − an)|26B1
for all su9ciently large (, where ’1(x) = ’(x)0{[−(=2; (=2]}(x). Suppose, moreover, that for each (
su9ciently large one has sequences bmn(() for which the exponential sequences {e2ibmn(()x}m possess
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uniform upper and lower frame bounds A2( and B2( for L2([− (=2; (=2]). Then, for ( su9ciently
large, the functions {e2ibmn(()x’(x − an)} form irregular Gabor frames for L2(R).
We refer to the discussion in the introduction regarding how to construct frames of exponentials for
L2([a; b]). Although we were not precise about frame bounds there, at least one eDective method for
attaining frame bounds for {bmn(()} linear in ( is simply to set bmn(() = bmn=( in which {e2ibmnx}m
form a sequence of frames for L2([0; 1]) with frame bounds A2 and B2 independent of n. A change of
variable then shows that {bmn=(} give the desired uniform frame bounds A2( and B2( for L2([0; (]).
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